Preliminary testing of “Ubaye Hypertelescope”, a prototype direct imaging interferometer in the southern Alpes, France.
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Hypertelescopes, multi-aperture interferometric arrays combining hundreds of apertures, may be the next generation of high-resolution instruments for direct imaging at sub-milli-arc second resolution. Their theoretical imaging performance, calculated and simulated (5,6), is expected to exceed that of first-generation interferometers using few apertures. We began assembling and testing a version designed somewhat like the Areciboradio-telescope, although in diluted form and intended for direct imaging in the optical range. The prototype instrument, with global aperture spanning initially 57m and later perhaps 200m at the same site, exploits the smoothly curved topography of a high south-alpine valley. The current testing involves minimal hardware, with only two apertures for producing interference fringes on a camera suspended 100m above the ground mirrors and tracking the star’s image. A speckle interferometry mode will be used initially(3), pending adaptive phasing. We present the current prototype state and conclude on the scientific potential of the instrument, and of possible larger versions for apertures up to perhaps 1500 m.

Pending an upgraded gondola simplified observations can be made with a passive gondola, motor driven (left) from the ground by six wires, under computer control. (middle). The gondola is equipped with a coudé folding mirror feeding the star light toward the South winch. A small telescope (right) equatorially tracking the gondola motion, captures the beam, as well as returning laser light retro-reflected from the gondola. The laser source, attached to the telescope tube, is a telemeter laser also serving for measuring the gondola’s distance.

Middle: 2 tripods with 16 m baseline, part of an effective diluted aperture 57 m in diameter on the ground, are located on a sphere 200 meters in radius. The gondola is 100 m above the valley, at the focus surface later. Right: Aligning the mirror on its segment. left: A close view on the tripod’s head showing the mirror’s supporting screws for tip, tilt and position adjustment.

For hundreds of sub-apertures, Carina designs do not use delay lines. The primary mirrors are co-spherized, using for example the white laser scheme developed by Le Coroller et al (1), accurate within a few microns. Because of the discontinuity of the wavefront new AO techniques have been developed: Borkowski et al (2) discussed a method for determining the piston error from multi-spectral speckle pattern. For faint sources, a modified Laser Guide Star system is also considered and currently under study by one of us. On the other hand, simulations by Surya et al. (3) have demonstrated that hypertelescopes, in the absence of adaptive phasing, can be used for imaging, in the speckle imaging mode. And in a later discussion (4) their simulations showed the capabilities of hypertelescopes to image exo-planets crossing the disk of well resolved parent star.